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Larson Sweeps Into Office as 2,700 Vote
469 -Vote Margin
For New President
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the U.S. in the United Nations.
lAmbassador Bingham said it is
, "by far the most powerful and
!influential delegation at the U.N."
I because of its power and prestige
in the world and because it is the
largest contributor to U.N. finances,
The necessity of maintaing an
impartial secretaiy-general was
, emphasized by Ambaasador Bingham
We cannot expect the secretarygenral to kiel as a spokesmen for
U.S. policies. He is bound to make
statements that we don’t agree
with. But if he loses this impartiality, he loses his usefulness in
the job he’s supposed to carry out."
The removal of the Security
Council veto is impossible at the
present time according to Ambassador Bingham. To amend the
charter would require the consent
of the five permanent members
and Russia would never agree
to it."

Seven-Hour
Blood Drive
Set Today

.0.* I

If

presitleiwy by a 469 Sot’
margin, according to election re,
suits resealedlast night. Jack
No. 109
Perkins atat Fred Best lead the
junior and sophomore representa
tives into office.
1.603 voted for Larson, ant
1.134 for Bruce Wiseman.
After the results were announced Larson said. ’’I’d like te,
thank everyone who voted for me
Now we hiss- to begin to form a
new gouernment which I’m determined will do the most complete job of representing the Student Body."
Wiseman could not he reached
for conunent.
Elected sophomore representaes
are Fred Best t 522 Dan
’Alen t 3961. Charlene Hiatt
Don
Othei
:es Jr,
ilk. Geolve

Applause, Stomps
Open Model U.N.
Its DIANE .1111’04iE
Stall Political SS riter
After a spectacular presentation
of the 110 U.N. members’ flaps
the Model United Nations of the
Pacific Woo opened its first 13th
General ANSeTtlbly session last
night in the Civic Auditorium.
Wild applause, foot stamping.
anj credential challenges strewn pained the roll call a delegates.
Students enthusiastically apprised of Bulgaria’s challenge of
Nationalist China’s credentials.
Pent also challenged Cuba’s credentials.
CasTRO, TOO
A costumed -Castro" complete
with cigar, a mandarin -robed Chinese delegation, and policy speeches given in Russian, Chinese,
French and English added international flavor to the opening.
Keynote address emphasizing
the positive aspects of the U.N.
was given by Jonathan Bingham,
U.S. representative on the United
Nations Economic and Social
council.
He said the U.N. is a lifeboat
,,. ..f leaks caught in rough wu5 passengers have to keep
the oars are all a differ’ lenoh and the passengers
,, Along. "But when asked
need the lifeboat, they
you one answer."
A::
a Bingham said that
pus,
.. say "Get the U.N.
nf
’ S and the U.S. out
of the I 7,
are utopians who
"want Ili, ’’S to run the world
to Is it
or friends,
S
-ante time cut the

I I
!..dio,1
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In the junior race results a:.
:.i.k Perkins 14861, Carol Eck,
-1581. (’Sony Vessel! i395i.
Loventhai 3931 were elected. 351
votes for Sharon Moy, and Min
Nicotaisen got 326 votes.
In the unopposed offices results
were: vice president; Bob Pisano
i2.2601; treasurer, Al Henninger
2,1401; attorney general, Bill
Holley f 2.210 : executive secretary, Bob Cointz .2.1921.
370 voted t .r .-raduate repre-

I

by

Dave B.

IT WAS MUNday at SJS where
Model U.N. delegates (above)
registered and the opposition
opened up its campaign (right).
University of California, Berkeley, students (I. to r.) Mike Armstrong, Bob We
n, Carol
Schwartz and Nancy Lederer
check in with Tom King, Model
U.N. official at Civic Auditorium. A crowd was found at the
anti-MUN exhibition by the
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Registered nurses, nurses aids,
and student assistants will take
shifts starting this morning at 9
during the seven-hour drive for bookstore.
bit 551.
Pointing toward a goal of 35t,
uo,t INFLUENTIAL
pints, the San Jose Blood Wagon
. on the power of will be stationed at Hoover Hal!
, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. during the
SJS Blood Drive sponsored by the
SJS Community Service Committee.
"Any student, faculty member
or his family may draw from esti’ credit hank if the SJS Blood Drive
.;’,Aying at last night’s
stated spring
N session were greeted quota is reached."
The San Jose city Council’s
blood drive co-chairmen Pauline
with !;..;..
hut they were of
Richards and Larry Curtis.
’Streets
and Traffic Committee
.ariety, surprising
A separate line for faculty and
lelegates who were
yesterday
to retain one"Wl---staff members will he maintained
and two-hour parking signs now
for easier access.
’nti-MUN group’
students, most of
The drive is being held to main- posted on San Fernando and Sevwhom sere members of the Stu tam the SJS Blood Credit Club enth Streets.
der’ Ptsccl ’ilion, paraded in front
and the SJS Staff Blood Bank. At ;
The committee voted to keep
olitorium for about 20 the same time it provides an ex -1
By DIANE SIAI7,11
basic problem belay in a
the start of the cellent opportunity for students to the signs to see how the system
"world
"The UN violates fundamental gravitating toward a non-intelleeof
the
participate in a worthwhile civic will work for the remainder
law
and
is
promoting
world
bartual
climate,"
Donal
Congressman
, a.irds said, "Welcome
A call for "spotted, responsible
project, said the co-chairmen.
semester, after which a study will barism," said Congressman James I urged courage for "a brave new
!.ftst
’,It ’N Furthers Under- i Parking will be available for
men" was made by Rally Commitof
I
yesterfR-Los
be
E.
Donati
Gatos
effectiveness
world"
made
and
support
for
"the
as
naturto
the
\lt’N Educates for donors in the corner lot of Eighth
tee yesterday to acquire a group
day afternoon when he lectured al law."
the plan.
M1’!s: We Believe," and and San Carlos.
before a sparse audience in E132.
to don the costume of Mr. Sparril
MI
"You
can
sit
down
never
with
were.
change
’onst filet ive Endeavor."
for
the
Reasons
Assisting by taking pulse and
Sponsored by the Students those who oppose you is Urn there S.IS mascot, at next year’s rallies
N:4,j,..11, president of the
competition
is
there
"that
where
temperature will be the AWS
Against Communism as pail id’
Student Peace Union, told
he said. and games.
the Service Committee and Spartan for street usage ... priority should the anti-MUN campaign, Congress- is no uniform mord liii
Spartan Daily. "We believe the
"The basic problem is morality,
serve
that
I’.’
needs
those
given
tor
According to Beverly RI
Spears. There will he 16 donor
to "get out ui not the arms race.MID opposing the MUN has ev- tables available.
the patine interests and provide man Donal aigued
committee publicity chaimart
the
UN
and
get
the
UN
out
of
the
erY right to express its views.
and
economical
"Compromise
and the heaven
plications are available at the ColSan Jose City College will hold the most efficient,
;
Therefore, we are not picketing its blood drive next week. Bob safe use of tho streets." according United States.
learth principle . . that man can lege Union and MUNI be return,’
"Stop this senseless compromise
the picketers, hut are expressing O’Connor, SKr Blood D rt ye to a report by Arthur Philpott.
trust man to do good ... is throw- tomorrow by 5 p.m.
of truth and justice," he said. ’We
our welcome and support of the
ing away everything good and
Chairman, challenged SJS in be- city traffic analyst.
Intetviews will be held Mont.’
cannot trust man to do good nor
itljN because we feel the MUN
just and will take us back to the at 3:45 p.m.
half of his student body on the
Short -time parking has priority trust the law of man.
at the College Unhurt;
a einntructive and a
oaves."
valuable number of donations approaching over long-time parking, and load"We must hammer out the funAs plans stand now, the stat:
edue;,’
\iierience."
"The world is for the brave, not probably
I or surpassing the 350-pint quota. ing and unloading has priority over damental principles of moralitN’
between 5-7 in numbe,
- - short -time parking, continued Phil and justice and truth. This is the the fearful, and we must believe will rotate as Mr. Spardi
that
there
are
some
ideals
worth
rictus report.
natural law and it is endowed by
week.
The report indicated that 51 per a supreme being and not by a
t.s
The new group will he known
cent of the parking deman d is of ernment."
the Secret Spardis and names al;
two-hou r dura ion or less. and that
EXPLAINS POSITIONS
ii’ ’t le revealed by Rally Comm.
36 per cent is of one -hour duration
Explaining that his opieisition is
add mote dignity and
that
indicates
report
The
less.
or
not in the ends which the UN
t ery to the simpus mascot
the 107 parking spaces along Sevhopes to achieve. but in the means
enth Street are only 5.3 per cent
Sall .1k,I, State
NilltiVIIIS interof acconiplishment, Congressman
rXrellpied by the
ested in a position on next year’s
Judge Ralph M. Brown, former
Preceding the Deadline Dinner, of the total space
Donati
explained
that
"the
UN
is
area.
college
IPtaker of the California Assem- attendees will meet in a two-hour students in the
Spartacamp Commit tee can pick !
not based on truth but rather iin
Opposition to the parking signs
NY and author of the 1963 Brown seminar on freedom of the press
up applications in the College ’
pragmatism
and
the
synthesis
of
W.
Drew,
Act will Is, featurtsi speaker at from 2 30-1 3O pm in Ermoo ’The was voiced by Charles
Union between Monday and Fri iew
"
opposing
of
points
members of the Spartan
ComParking
the gas annual
of the Fair
day, May 3. according to John
Deadline Dinner seminar ii co-sponsored by the ; chairman
UN is motivated through
Daily Peacock staff entered Towel
thins.,efst by Sigma Delta (’hi, California Newspaper Publishers mittee. He advocated the creation fear of nuclear halocaust instead Olsen, Spartaramp director for ,
; Hall last night and unfurled a
patmlltsi short - time
1963.
hea’stO. it lona! journalism society. Aron., Central Coast County unit of
Itroan will discuss the back- and SDX. The panel will be mod - parking areas in place of whole i’l. i(10"1,. We want to see dentrxSeven comtnittee positions are twenty -foot banner front the top
Priund 5 the legislation bearing crated by Raymond I. Spangler, areas being changed to short -time racy (.,to the nv.ictil;linaisruinnetter to be filled. Appoin’Tnent to sm. of the ’rower, Tau Delta Phi Ira than inununisnt ,
, this cific
his harm.
committee posts will he made ternity headquarters, to advertise
publisher of the Resivosid City Parking.
Drew said that there is already .we tie,:e dirniinishing the high ideals following final selection of seven the publication date of the Pv.t
He will ,pelk this Feiday at Tribune. Panelists an- Walter T.
ot
n!.
n
ani
aocepting
some
of
of cars along’
thelstudents, to be decided after in - cock, color supplement, May 7.
D ’Ill when editors, publishers, Bidder, chief of the Mercury -News a quick turnover
Allional officers of snx students Washington Bureau. and Harry G. Seventh Street, the bone of eon- totalitarian materldlism. Pragma". terviews.
Peacock this semester sakites
ham
and
collectivism."
tad journalisni
political tention. and that the signs are
Final interviews will be held one hundred years of teacher ein
educators will eon - Farrell, Mercury -News
ears that was.
, Monday afternoon, May 6. from cation at SJS in story, picture
BASIC PROBLEM
the day’s activities with
’ter and Sacramento St a te forcing a turnover of
the
’ already occurring.
, Pointing to "injustice" as the 2:30 to 4:30 in the College Union. and cartoins.
11.4dllional dinner get-together
House re porte r.
1

Friendly Pickets
Greet Delegates

2-Hour Limit
Will Stick
Committee

Donati Explains Opposition Rally Committee
To United Nations Actions Seeks Candidates
For Mr. Spardi’

Past Assembly Speaker
Talks at SDX Dinner

Spartacamp Posts
Forms Available

Peacock Staff
Conquers Tower

entative candidate John tiisen.
:etc esentratiN,e eandi,th t 7.111, Juhn
I’.rt Butler (7021,
r
’Jon Cali.
AWS eo-ct,.a,s; acre highlighted
..ty Pam Gust ins twee-% ote
NA). for the treasurer’s job. 405
-cited for Miss Gustin and 4112
.weted for Leslie Sears.
Other results: president. Arlene
D’Arcy 0403, : first vice president.
second vice
I 792
Warren
president, Sue Sargent i4851; serretary. Janice Rasher (434i. and
Laurie Wilcox .2M, Jan Ander;on 12791 were elected judicial
represents tin es.

H enmnger
Seeks Class
t Action
OV

I.. remstate
Articles I and II of the By-Laws
which set up class government was
introduced at Student Council
. yesterday.
Presented by Al Benninger,
senior representative, the motion
was referred to the Constitution
and By-Laws Committee for a
one week investigation. According
to Henninger, he introduced the
motion -to stimulate action along"
concerning possible alternate plans
to replace class governments which
were abolished last month by Stu tent Council.
Thus far only one such plan
tins been submitted to Council.
It
for the formation of two
eont:, ’fees composed of the lower
,r-w!
.;kr classes; it was tabled
. alternate plans had been
to Council.
Other
hie replacements have
-fied the Council floor.
onior representative,
;,t.asized that "we can’t let

Local Newscaster
Talks on Control
Of News Media
,Toss Marlow. KNTV newscaster
nd commentator, will discuss the
ioestion, "Does the Kennedy Ad !tin is t ra tin C. int rol the News
’.1eilia7" tonight at fi in S164.
The talk is sponsored by the
Yitung Republicans.
According to Ron Bircharci
Young Republivan president, Marlow will touch on the recent Cu an crisis, the controversy followmg it, and the charges against As- . r til Defense Secretary Kil’Marlow’s job as a newscaster
puts him in a good position to
speak on this topic." said Bit-chard
I The lecture is open to the public.

HURRY!
HURRY!
()NIA TH1 HSDNY
\ND 1:1111111. LEFT
f1)11 THE

SPRING
BOOK
SALE
1T

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
-Right on Campus"
aimmme
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A Look at the Role
Of an MUN Delegate
By DIANE JUDGE
Staff Political Writer
What does a delegate do at
the Model United Nations session?
After preparing for months in
advance of the convention by
studying the political, social, and
economic aspects of his assigned
country, the delegate arrives in
the convention city for the fourday session.
Each student is part of a delegation which may consist of five
to 15 members. The delegation
represents a country actually a

member of the United Nations.
Colleges with larger enrollments
are assigned to major countries
since they require representation
on all committees.
The past performances of the
college at MUN sessions is also
taken into consideration when
assigning countries.
During the session delegates
attend caucus sessions, block
meetings, committee meetings
and the General Assembly.
The role of delegation chairman is an important one. He is
responsible for coordinating all

Dr. Wahlquist’s Statement

Blood Drive Important
The Red Cross Blood Drive
which is being conducted on the
campus today is a most important activity. It is one which deserves unlimited support by both
students and faculty.
Full participation in the blood
drive by both students and faculty will insure that San Jose
State College has clone its share
to meet the needs of the Red
Cross. This agency, which supplies fresh blood to the patients
of thirty hospitals in the counties of Santa Clara, Monterey,
San Benito and Santa Cruz, has
an urgent and continuous re-

Arnold Air Society
Sets Seminar
On Space Systems
The Third Wing Headquarters
of Area "I" Arnold Air Society
will hold its first Space Systems
Seminar Saturday in the lobby
of the Engineering Building. The
first business meeting in Room
131 will be at 10:30 a.m. Luncheon will follow until 1:30 when
William Holmes, United Technology Corps., will speak about
"Space Propulsion Systems" in
Room 132.
Andy Johnson, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., will present a
lecture entitled "Polaris" at 3
p.m. Between 4 and 5 p.m. a
"Military Electronics Systems"
panel discussion on Future Aerospace Technology will be conducted by Maury Raffensperger
of the Phileo Corporation.
The second business meeting.
which will include the election
of new Wing Headquarters, is
scheduled to end at 6:30.
All interested students and
faculty are invited to attend.

quirement for contributions.
Helping the Red Cross to perform its humanitarian function
can provide great personal satisfaction to the donor. It can
also establish a credit in his
namean invaluable asset if the
need for blood should ever be his
own.
San Jose State College has always been one of the most generous contributors in Red Cross
blood drives. I hope we will continue to merit this distinction.
John T. Wahlquist
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pre-session efforts of the delegation. At the session he is in
charge of deciding all policy decisions and positions of delegation members. The chairman
casts the country’s one vote in
the General Assembly.
Delegates are a member of
one of the three regional blocs:
African-Asian,
Western. and
Soviet. As bloc members they
attend caucus sessions. A caucus
is usually a period of political
negotiation where an attempt is
made to secure as broad support
as possible for measures to be
presented in committees and the
General Assembly.
.
Members work within their
particular bloc in order to inluence or defeat agenda items or
resolutions according to their
country’s best interests. Blocks
try to sway other blocs by talking with other members on an
individual delegate level.
Although members of a bloc
have a common interest, they do
not necessarily agree among
themselves on all issues. Since
each member holds his country’s
point of view in the highest regard, compromise resolutions are
often the only solution to their
special interest problems.
There is an effort to secure
bloc unity at these meetings, although this goal sometimes is
not achieved.
MUN members can belong to
several blocs. The United Kingdom, for example, is In the
Western bloc and the Commonwealth bloc at the same time.
MUN may or may not activate
all the blocs as they emerge in
the United Nations. Time is an
important factor at MUN and
usually only the most prominent
blocs actually function at MUN
sessions.
But political meetings are not
the only activities MUN delegates attend. Social events including special dinners and an
International Ball
tomorrow
night are also part of the Model
United Nations program.

Soviets, Yanks
Wanted Countries
The two most sought-after countries to represent at a Model United Nations session are the USSR
and the U.S., reports Samuel Ohregon, secretary-general, MUN.
"To represent a country such
as the U.S. or the USSR," said the
MUN executive, "It is necessary
to have at least one representative
on every committee, plus one in
every Council in which that country is entitled to have representation; the same as in the actual
U.N."

Thrust and Parry
Prof. Birns Defends,
Congratulates MUN
Editor:

My attention was arrested by
the words of the leader of the
anti-ML’N movement that appeared in this paper last Thursday. I wasn’t certain whether I
was overhearing a saloon conversation. reading dirty words whit ten on a men’s room wall, or
whether these were meant to be
the considered words of a legitimate advocate who accepted the
ground rules normally applicable
to debate and controversyfair
play. hard research, and the decency born of good will. In place
of these, we are witnessing the
deft playing-out of the stratagems of a hearty cabal whoa
motto seems to be victory at any
price. I am of course referring
to these words of the leader:
"I think the MUN is a big
joke; all thosie little clowns playing games. It serves no educational purpose. It just emulates
and copies rather than taking an
objective look at the U.N. I
wouldn’t oppose It If It were an
educational experience. Quite obviously, when people emulate
they are not being educated."
I am worried that the lofty notion of the "objective" has been
captured by uncertain forces.
Furthermore, while I respect
this gentleman’s reflections on
educational theory, I would at
least have him apprised of the
knowledge that his views are at
some variance with several thousand years of educational thinking that began with Plato and
was carried through by Montessori and Dewey. (How does a
baby learn to talk?) But about
the "big joke". I assume that
this gentleman is referring to
game-theory. This technique for
fathoming the policy Inclinations
of potential friends and enemies
Is universally accepted as a major instructional break-through
and is currently utilized by West
Point and the other military
academies, the Staff War Colleges, and many of the major
universities in this country as
well as abroad.
I have carefully read every
public statement of the antiMUN group, and it is my belief
that not one of those relating to
the U.N. is conversant with either the theory or practice of
that organization. I will go further in saying that the views of
Trygve Lie have been caricatured and the spiritual antecedents of the anti-MUN group
(most definitely including Fulton Lewis Jr.) villified that man
when, as Secretary-General, he
advocated Red China’s right to
the Security Council seat now
being occupied by the National
Chinese. And to pretend that the
Soviet incumbent of the Assistant Secretary for Political and
Security Council Affairs is anything more than an office boy
for the Secretary-General is mischievous nonsense as is illustrated by the fact that the Soviet Union has switched the holder
of that post seven times (hardly
indicating much respect for that
position); if under the present
arrangement, the U.N. was in

.?:4111"f4341:".1 7P-14’
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the bag for the Soviet Union,
then why did Kruschchev enrage
the membership of that organization with his Troika proposal?
Sure it’s all right to be against
Social Security, the Income Tax.
a National Health Program, and
the U.N., but what relevance do
you have to the Twentieth Century? The anti-MUN group is
preaching the same old story.
Sixty million dead in two world
wars apparently isn’t enough tutoring. Sure the United States is
always right (so is every other
country). I represent myself as
much of a patriot as any one of
them. Perhaps strident Americanism isn’t the last refuge for
ill-tempered a n d sullen scoundrels, but for inspiration in this
area I don’t go to the anti-MUN
group but rather to the deeply
moving papal encylical of Pope
John, which was recently proclaimed: "The moral order Itself
demands that a public authority
be established on a worldwide
basis. It is our earnest wish that
the United Nations Organization
in its structure and in its
means --may become ever more
equal to the magnitude and nobility of its tasks."
I congratulate the membership of the MUN on their willingness to labor for as just a
cause.
It. Hints
Axial. Prof., Political Science

Reader Hopes Quad
May Be Reopened
Editor:
May I go in and sit on the
lawn in Tower Hall Quad,
Please? It’s such a lovely day,
and the Quad is so pretty. Of
course, if the surrounding buildings are apt to fall in upon me,
or if the lawn there is particularly susceptible to earthquakes,
well then, of course that’s different! But why, I ask, must
this beautiful area go to waste
when the sun is out? The tiny
area of lawn by the Speech and
Drama building is becoming dangerously overcrowded, which
leads to unsanitary conditions,
which leads to disease, which is
even worse than earthquakes. . .
Please! Open up Tower Hall
Quad, and let me get back to
my little patch of grass!
Sue B. Hartley
ASB 12339

A Plea for Realism
In Campus Parking
Editor:
I had found a parking space
for my small car, with a foot
and a half to spare. I blessed
the driver of the small car
parked just ahead of me for
having the brains, foresight and
humanitarianism to park up
front so that two small cars
might occupy that area, between two driveways, which
was marked for one car.
When I returned from a meeting, two hours later, there was
a police ticket on the windshield.
Couldn’t we be relistic and
admit that the one-car areas
marked on the streets surrounding this crowded campus are illogical? Why not paint out the
crosses and allow two small -car
parking when, at each end of
the area there is a driveway?
Why not? When backing out
of the driveway, two small cars
are easier to see thru and over
than one large air.
Marian More-land

Reader Applauds
KEY Decision
Editor:
Congratulations, Cliff Gutter.
man and Fred Best, for taking a

BEETLE
FATIGUE?
Try this one!

This Rambler arnisrican 440 Convertible
en wad with lots of inside room, yet with compact
outside dimensions you can fit in tiny parking
spaces. Surprising performance, too.
It’s a good-looking way to get away from it all.
Bucket Seats and Twin -Stick Floor Shift are sporty
low-cost options. Poweroperated top is standard.
Rambler prices start real low and you won’t go
barefoot to keep one running. A Rambler American
440 with overdrive logged 28.19 m.p.g. in the
’63 Pure Oil Economy Performance Trials. And
i’re TOM service.fren than ever before.
Pamtoor qu al iy keeps it on the road, not in the shop.

RAMBLER ’63

Winner of Motor Trend Magazine Award:

Yeu rail the play with
Tw,n Sacs Floor ShItt
has Instant Over/alit
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definite stand of disapproval of
-KEY," campus political party.
Last October the ASH Judiciary handed down a decision. "The
campus political organization
SPUR may not endorse, sponsor
or interview any person for an
elective or appointive ASH position until after the 1963 fall elections." The decision was brought
about due to the illegal conduct
of the party members in their
seeking election. Steve Larson,
present vice president of ASH,
and Bob Pisano, present vice
chairman of the Student Council
were officers of the SPUR party.
It seems that in order to maintain the control of the student
government. the old SPUR members have changed the name
"SPUR" to "KEY."
It is obvious in anyone’s mind
that these student leaders do
not respect the decision of their
own ASH Judiciary. What of the
integrity of our so-called student
leaders? We question the ethics
of these people. "KEY’’ has
committed enough damage already. The "KEY" -e n d ors ed
candidates have enjoyed the
privilege of group strategy and
have succeeded in obtaining extra
publicity in the Spartan Daily.
In addition, the mere presence
of "KEY" has greatly discouraged the individual would-be
candidates from running against
"KEY" endorsed candidates. The
point is clearly shown when one
Inspects the roster of candidates.
We feel that the domination
of ASH positions by "KEY" -endorsed candidates is practically
unavoidable. However, we also
feel that the investigation initiated by Cliff Gutterman and
Fred Best will put a stop to
machine politics. We believe that
ASB government has no place
for officers who do not respect
it and who use their power unethically. We sincerely hope that
ASB Judiciary will see the light
before it and the ASB is permanently maimed.
Wesley Watkins
ASH 2184
George Yamamoto
ASB 10490
Stan Weinberg
ASH 5000
Lee Price
ASH 273
Ernest Morrison
ASB 8300

Dr. Porter Complains
About T&P Policy
Editor:
On Friday, March 29, 1962, I
personally delivered to the TArP
box a letter beginning "The
worn limit hardly .....and ending "American court of law,"
with the notation that permission was granted to print in entirety or would appreciate return of letter.
I can well appreciate that you
might not find it desirable or
feasible to print the letter nor
to return the original. However,
just to keep the record clear, I
should like to state that permissicn to print is to expire as of
the issue of next Wednesday,
April 24. If not printed by that
issue, I plan to distribute the
letter myself on campus with
some brief caption to the effect
that it was submitted to the SD
on March 29, but that SD was
presumably unable to find space
for it, etc.
Dr. Albert Porter, Ph.D.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Before proesaidIse, Professor. please check pogo
two of Tuesday’s Daily, under the
heading, "Dr. Porter Nails Up 1
Mesas’ on the Wall."

Fedorenko Has Guts,
According to Barr
Editor:
With all the twittering and
chirping being put up by
the
"anti" factions here on campus,
it’s a wonder Nikolai Fedorenko
would dare set foot from
his
plane, let alone visit a purported
horhet’s nest of Red Haters.
Attention Red Haters: Here
is
a reel Red! lie is a Communist
Red. Call him a Red and see
what he does. He may smile
If he does, you will know he
is one.
Some will say, "Why invite
a man whose country advocates
our violent overthrow?"
Others may answer that until
we hear what he has to say,
how can we judge for ourselves
how serious the Conununist
challenge is?
Would it not be best to sit
snug in this, the citadel of capitalism -- the Santa Clara Valley. and wait the Russian’s "Our
man in New York?" Let’s give
him a fair hearing.
Do our critics think we will
immediately espouse communism
the minute we hear of of its
advocates? Have they this little
faith In their tax -supported
teaching of us?
Tim Barr
MB AS080
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’KEY-SPUR Hassle
Results Positive’
Editor:
Regardless of the outcome of
the present ASH Judiciary investigation of the intimate relationship of KEY to SPUR. the
long-range gain will be positive.
For the first time in recent history. SJS students have observed with horror that ASH of.
aspirants are indeed not
holy. Students have had the opportunity to see these embryonic
politicians, with heads proportionately too large, for what
they really are.
KEY -SPUR, obviously violating the Judiciary pronouncement.
had an excellent opportunity to
defend its position recently at
Allen Hall. Instead. KEY -SPUR
chose to double-talk, avoiding
the real question in true political
style. However, since that time,
the color has left their rosy
cheeks because the ASH Judiciary has now chosen to ask
a long list of "preguntas calentes" (Spanish for hot questions).
Many KEY -SPUR candidates
have sobbed that this turmoil is
so upsetting to them and is indeed unjust (poor, dear souls.
may they rest?). Bill Hauck is
disgusted with the whole dirty
mess. He is right, it is dirty.
but very real for a change It
may lead to disclosure. vitae!)
has such lasting effects. The
cracking of this mess could act
as a deterrent to unethical behavior of this kind for years
to come.
Great student interest in politics has been aroused. The KEYSPUR candidates indulged in the
game of political hot potato for
almost three hours with the
KEY -SPUR issue last Thursday
evening at the political hot spot.
Allen Hall. Typical question during the session:
Q. Is KEY -SPUR? (pause. silenceThe sky is falling Cheeped
Chicken Little, an avid KEY SPUR supporter).
A. Yes and no.
Confucius would say.
SPUR candidate is real political
embryo, no?"
Jim Marrin
Asti 1539
Takashi Komatwiski
ASH 8129
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COMING SOON -A second ROBERTS BOOK STORE
to serve you. We’ll be
just "around the corner" or
just "across the street" from anywhere on campus.
V’t!

Just Arriv*d
Girl’s Blouses
DISCOUNT PRICE

$4.12
/

Vaughn
(:01bliale Situp
iii S 4sf.

.
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No more trudging clear across campus
to satisfy book wants ...
just shop at the nearest

Roberts Book Store
Soon TWO locations to sell back your texts
On lOtb at San Carlos
On 4th opposite Library

osallefun

For Delegates’ Information
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Assistant Calm
Exec.
A Capsule History of SJS Makes Jump Despite Hectic Position
106 Years of Education
Montanan

In
itsi
Slate,
1,)ilp year of operation, is exojeg a warm welcome to

SINOCULARS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS
Al’ SETTER STORES
SWIFT INSTRUMENTS. INC.
s,

Seaton 25, Moss.

Calif.

Jots

Model United Nations, now in
its 13th annual session.
SJS WM founded in 1857 in
San Francisco as Minns’ Evening Normal School, dedicated
to serving the San Fieincisco
school :system by keeping its
teachers abreast of the latest
caching methods.
ROWDY S.F.
Five years later the California
state legislature established a
state school for the training of
teachers, and the California
State Normal School opened its
doors in the basement of a San
Francisco high sehool
Rowdy San Fri i .0o proved

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

El ECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
HOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
1425 W. SAN CARLOS
CY 84212

Monterey institute o/ 5oreign &tidies
9th Summer Session
7 week session: July 8- August 24, 1963
10 week session: June 17 August 24, 1963
Division of Political Arts
Comprehensive programs for upper division and graduate student- combining fundamental courses ITInoirv of
History or Factors in Social Change with area studies
focusing on problems of social change in China and Latin
America. t7 units i
Division of Languages & Civilizations
Intensise undergraduate (elementary, intermediate, advanced. upper disisiont and gradnate cour,es in French,
German. It
Japanese, Nlandarin Clineee, Russian and
Spanish 16-11 units: combined elementary and intermediate, 16 units). Instruction at all levels by native instructors, in language being studied. Some language houses
available.
Accredited Its the Western Assn. of School.; and College- a, a specializi’d institution granting the Master of Arts
in reaching foreign languages and political arts.
For farther information, write to:
Direrfirr

,q

Admissions

lionterey Institute of Foreign Studies
Box 1322, Monterey, California

§e,swoo $1411
Se Reutrito

TROPICAIRE
TwinYon Dries-In

ORIVE-IN
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ME’
Now Showing on bolls Screens
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1433 Tho Married
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too rough for future teachers
so in 1871 the school was moved
to San Jose’s Washington
Square, the present campus site.
In 1921 the normal schools of
California became teachers colleges and two years later San
Jose State Teaehers College
awardol its that A.B. degree.
Since then the college has
pioneered in the field of teacher
education . . . with a training
school. teacher placement service, instruction in industrial arts,
at:Lanced educational theory, a
summer session for in-service
leacherf, and several other innovations.
EXPANSION
I nc easingly the. college has
expanded its services into liberal arts and other occupational
fields. Between 1927 and 1952
the school changed its name to
San Jose State College and inaugurated occupational curricula
in lousiness, police, librarianship,
journalism, engineering, itemsnautics and a number of other
occupational
From an institution with the
sole job of training elementary
school teachers, San Jose State
has expanded to five divisions
.,nd 46 departments, with an
enrollment of more than 17000
students and a faculty of 1,000.
As the 23rd largest college in
the United States, SJS has
more full-time students than any
other California state college
and occupies nearly 25 buildings
,m Washington Square.

Gene Beley, publieity director
for MM. has worked for a year
preparing for the current session. Although he Is now a senior pithily relations major.
Beley has not always worked in
P.R.
Ileley is from Billings, Montana. When he graduated from
Billings Senior High School in
1958. he "broke out in a cold
sweat" when be realized he did
not have a profession.
"All I had done in high school
was sack groceries at a local
supermarket after school, and
work on ranches in the sum-

With his enjoyment of letter
writing in mind, he enrolled in
the journalism school at Montana State University that summer. After writing a few publicity releases for some of his
friends who were night club
singers, he began to develop an
interest in publicity work.
This incurred the wrath of the
MSU journalism school, which
taught the "evils of publicity".
Beley recalls one instructor, Dorothy Johnson, author of "The
Hanging Tree", and the standard
joke at MSU: "Public relations
men get hung on Dorothy Johnson’s hanging tree out in back of
the journalism school."
Beley left MSU to work for
KOOK -TV in Billings as a full -

KSJS Schedules
Re-Broadcast
Of Montagu Talk
Dr. Ashley Montagu’s address.
"The Nature of Human Nature"
delivered April 18 to an overflow
audience in Concert Hall, will be
reltroadcast Thursday evening
on KSJS. Dr. Montagu’s speech
will begin at 7 p.m.
Aerooting to KSJS program
didectiir Mike Neufeld, the address was recorded by the Audio
Visual Center, and broadcast
rights were secured by Dr. Frank
G. Willey. Coordinator of Extension services. and Miss Pauline
Lymberis, KSJS Education Director.
Neufeld further stated that
beeause of the closing of Morris
Dailey Auditorium. KSJS would
make every effort to rebroadcast
all major speeches by visiting
lecturers. KSJS has already rebroadeast lectures by Dr. William C. Menninger and Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee.
"Survival", a one-hour lecture
series from San Diego State College. will be pre- emitted this
week, allowing time for the Montagu broadcast.

Trophy Reward
A SIO reward for the return,
or information leading to the
return, of the Division Ft winner’s trophy awarded to Kappa
Alpha Theta in last year’s Pushcart Relays, is being offered by
the sorority.
Saturday is the deadline for
ri,iirn of the perpetual trophy,
.c.c..riling to Elaine Manley,
,s -heart Relays chairman for
eappa Alpha Theta.
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of the trophy is asked to
edit Miss Manley at CY 5-9877.

GENE BELEY
time copywriter. lie also worked
for the Yellowstone News, a
weekly edited by Randy Poe,
who was former feature editor
for the Spartan Daily.
"He influenced me quite a hit
especially on coming to San Jose
State," said Beley. "I came dov,
here in January, 1961, but s.r.s,
devalua t ed iny Montana transcripts somewhat. so I went to
San Jose City College for a semester.
"That summer I went bark to
Montana and became a forest
fire fighter. While doing so. I
sent pictures and stories back to
the Billings Gazette to keep up
my newspaper work at the same
time.
"I was editor in chief of the
SJCC Times that fall, and in the
spring, 1962, I transferred to
San Jose State."
Beley began working as publicity director of MUN last fall.
"I wrote to every publication
for which I could think of any
angle in which MUN could be
featured. I talked to wire services, newspapers, radio and TV
people."
Beley, after graduating in
June, plans to spend six months
in the army. Then he wants to
become a public relations director and live on a small farm in
the Los Gatos hills.

"COME FLY WITH ME"
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DICK QUIGLEY
a sericonfusion and turns ’It
remains
ous
young man
calm and unaffected t the hustle and bustle around him.
Dick Qui.:ley, executive assistant to the Secretary General of
MUN and assistant instructor
for the special class which has
planned the program, is a tall,
slender person with a pensive.
serious expression.
Quigley received his bachelor
of science de2ree from San Jose
State in June, 1961, and since
that time he has been preparing
for the position he now holds.
In the summer of 1962, Quigley was selected by the Political
Science Department to represent
San Jose State at a two-week
student conference held in New
York at the United Nations.
Following the conference, he
to fi
remained in New
month "working oi,:"
Office of Public Inf,:rop,,, .51 ;511.1
the American Association for
UN" as an advisor and expert
on MUN.
Quigley explained that. Ilse organizations were plannim_
initiate a national Mt’N whs.!,
would convene at the New York
World’s Fair in 1964. They also
made plans for an international

library Slates
4th Annual Lunch
Santa Clara County Free Library will sponsor its fourth annual Books and Authors’ luncheon at 12:30 today at Almaden
Country Club, 17001 Almaden
Road.
The luncheon. commemorating
National Library Week, is open
to all interested persons at
$2.80, Reservations may be
made by writing to
Farrier, Santa Clara
Free Library, 257 N. Market St
Guest speaker for the luncheon will he Howard Brodie of
Palo Alto. A portfolio of his
most memorable work of World
War Il and Korea, entitled
oo’d
Bro,lie’s War Drawin,his lost been published.
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N1UN to convene iii 194,,sat the
Fair.
Quigley is not concerned atniut
the anti-MUN faction., lie note,’
that similar inotests have been
made in the past at other eolleges. The San Diego State (-01lege session whieh he attended
last spring was the scene of suer’
actions.
"Ours is a neutral position
0 are an educational organizavf"Si,,,I
,.-o. and thronrh
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DAVID AND LISA"

Trip

By GAVLE STEPHENSON
A visit to the Model United
Nations orb* in the Student
Union reveals three ruoms filled
with people busily preparing for
this week’s 13th annual session.
In the midst of all the seeming
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Sophomore Class Sponsors Contest
To Elect Betty Coed, Joe College

4--8P.UtTAN D.kILT

Modeling Tryouts
Held 3:30 Tuesday

Home Economics Club
Initiates Nine Women ,

Alpha Rho chapter or Phi UpTryouts tor modeling in the
MA’S Women’s Week Fashion silon Omicron, national Horne EcAtm- onomics serotity, inoiattal MM.
1,11 be held Tus-sd
at .t 3t us the At% 7,I. dingo IlleMlxL’S last week. The vet’. tn,my
Hanaxed the chapter’s bi-annual
of the Colleo Unitas
lull by lastriet Courietio.
t
Ten 140111414/
Pt issalla Rowland from L’tah State
’Pl.
tarodsity
..
A luncheon followed the Milli: on and featured a talk by Dr..
1.ath Darby.
Specialising in All Styles of
New members of the club are ’
Ellen Corcoran. Mary Duns
Hank’s Barber Shop Mary
’Nancy Dou4las. Joyce Feltner,
HENRY WATANABE
’entis Motels. Mary Pate, .11.14
148 B. Alma
293-0705
-,11111dr, Niii. Sharmiut and Shay- !
Open Lies -Sat. 9-6

Joe College and Betty Coed will row night from 9 I’m, to 1 a m
! be chosen by penny vote today and Admission is free, and the dance
N. open to all students. Tropai,,
tomorrow. Pictures of Joe and Betty are in front of the cafeteria and
bookstore,
more class sponsored colitis
Winners will be announced at al be used for an all -school
lance in the Women’s Gym tumor- part) at Santa Cruz in

Moderne Dm.

On Survival

SEND RESUME TO:

Come in and see our complete stock
BIANCHI 12 SPEED
DERAILER, from . .

*64"

Parts

Expert

Accessories

Repairs

Looking for a new date idea for should bring a clipboard, flashti s weekend? Why not, enter light and map of Santa Clara
Iarkharn Mayhem I. the first an- County. The $2 entrance fee may
By STAN NASCIMENTO
gimmick sports oar rally be paid before the race during a
"This is the most terrifying doe-;oreaored by Markham Hall
regist rat ion perit
umeM I have read. If any men
i’he gimmick rally will begin at
The rally is open to the public are living at the end of the cenSaturday night in the San Jose and will be run rain or shine. tury, Fred Cook will have to be
Vanicipal Rifle Range parking lot,
The finishing point will be at thanked for their survival."
..,t1 Street. Entrants need not an eating establishment where the
Such was the feeling of Dr. Wil-torts cars for any vehicle tally sheets s’ ill be turned in and liam 0. Zoller. associate professor
:rat ’sill hold a driver and a navi- scores ta-stial. Awards will be of Eratlish, as he reviewed Cook’s
... tor is eligible.
made at 1 am.
-The Welfare State" at yesterAt the start of the rally each
day’s book talk.
triscr will be given route instAtcasked
I.ons and question sheets. These
this typen osfbookwhimystheaedmofviae’Arlit.! icautions must be answered as
erary work, Dr. Zoller comment:tle driver follows the route guide.
ed: The only thing worth think The ear with the largest numing about today is human sursival
’,el! of points at the end of the
as we are the first in histot!
,..ce will he the winner. Trophies
capable of doing ourselves in.
dash plaques will be awarded
Everything else seems unimpor,.; the first, second and third
tant in relation to this."
,ramers. Also, a trophy will ht.
Professor Zoller feels that modon to the group with the most ’
Opening of the Central Wing, ern nuclear war is self-defeating.
participants in the top 20.
and Its moving tasks, have "because. no one can win in the
The purpose of a gimmick rally
I left no time for SJS Library to end... to stress alertness and accuracy
;celebrate National Library Week.
The ever-expanding growth of
....or speed. The rally is scheduled
which continues through Saturday. the military in the U.S. is the
end at midnight at a specified
However, the newly expanded main cause for intensifying the
:rashing point. Each car will be
library and its various exhibits can cold war, according to the re en a sealed envelope naming!
serve as a tribute to Library viewer.
!He final destination, to be used
"U.S. military strength, which
.n!j when getting lost. Points will Week. Of the many exhibits, the
.s. subtracted if the envelope is main one is in the four display our forefathers had so strongly
- cases of the lobby on the first feared, now also has multi -billion
pened.
Each driver-navigator team floor, If. Here is the Western dollar economic power," said the!
Books Exhihition, consisting of the professor, making it the largest
V.a-ii in states’ 27 best hooks chets- world organization.
en be excellence in design.
According to Cook, property
StudentPresents
The exhibit is sym.sored by the owned by defense sssells to over
rtiemee rind Coffin Club, which is $160 billion, the military owning
:up of people trying to pro- more than 32 million acres in this
; wellence in bask binding country and more than 2 million
A $250 grant from the Ornith- and printingu other countries.
ii.gy Student Fellowship tecently I The books are being sent to varziiner mentioned
P.obert W. Smith. a may- ious colleges in the West. and SJS , eanda as another force increasing
’s degree candidate in biological Library may have it until May 3. the tension in international situas;;;.nce at SJS. to present a tech- at ahich time it will go on to nuns.
n.;.al paper before the annual University of California, Santa
The taxpayer is paying for hi -meeting of the Cooper Ornitho- Barbara.
essm brainwashing, while the lanai- 1
..;gacal Society at the University
Book lorries are ranging fillm!:cfandists are persuading hint that
soh,’
.:
cooking to philosophy and culture force is the
The paper. "Night Activity of in the East and West, are varied , international problems."
the Non -migratory While-crowned to suit almost anyone’s interest.
Also, in California. 24 per cent
Sparrow," was based on his thesis. F’or instance, the ..urfers may be of all employment dependependstutor
Smith teceived his B.A. in life interested in "Surfing in Hawaii," the arms industry,
according le
science in 1961 :st. SJS. Ile is a a personal memoir by --De arra"n1 the author. Over half of Los An member of Phi Eta Sigma, Taulaluithead. It also has notes on, les jobs are
dependent on the
Ita Phi and Phi Kappa Phi. fle I California, Australia, Peru, and ’ defense industrj. If California h:ir’
.. ,1 11u. Gertrude Witherspoon other surfing countries.
a 25 pa- cent decrease in the riin
"Occidental College," a 75-year , industry, the state could beet: ;
!..larship in science NWtwo years.
history of the Los Angeles cultural; a disaster area.
Since graduation Smith has been institution, is another of the best
"It seems we must at all times
researeh assistant to Dr. Richard printed books in the West.
be ready for war to keep the
Mewaldt. associate professor of ; "Death Valley and the Greek
peace," concluded Dr. Zoller.
zoology, on a laid migration pro- ; Called Furnace," with photographs
lect supported in part by funds’ by the renowned still-life photogfrom the National Science Founda- rapher Ansel Adams, may also he,Accounting Banquet
sren in th,ease.
tarn and the US Nresj.
Alpha Eta Sigma, tp.norary ii counting society, will hold I!!
lions for fall officers at today’,
meeting at 7:30 p.m in the Gard !.
City Hofbratt, 51 S. Market S
San Roe.
Dinner will he hetTed

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE. CALIF.
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in Italy by FABIANO
THE ALPS.. made
for the Outdoor Man and Woman
Handmade Imported Boots

For

Manor Women, Siena
Brown Italian Suede, soft
and supple, will nswer
crack or harden. For Rock
Climbing or Niking.Padded
Tongue and Quarter for
extreme comfort at the
ankle. Vibram lug sule
Men’s N and L6 to la, Ladies Hand M5 to II. (Sizes 13 to 14

$3.00 Extrol

S. J. STATE’S
HOTTEST NEW
SPOT...

Schwinn

Phillips

Bianchi

.
.
.
Fast and Friendly
.S,rvoce
special Discount Card for S.J.S. Students

894 E. Santo Clara at 19th Street.
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Complete
Dinners
Bar-B-9
16 oz. New York Cut Steak
14 oz. Top Sirloin
Ribs
Chicken
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Lobster
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OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Book Exhibit
ays Tribute
placeTo Libraries

SPRING IS BIKE RIDING TIME

Co.

Professional Pharmacists
the Municipal Rifle Range on 10th Street. The
rally is open to the public and will be held rain
or shine.

Night Car Rally To Test Dr. Zoller
Driver-Navigator Teams Speaks Out

FLOYD FRISCH
PERSONNEL OFFICE
CALIF. DEPT. OF PUBLIC HEALTH
2151 BERKELEY WAY
BERKELEY, CALIF.
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dnd

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

MARKHAM HALL residents, (I. to r.) Paul Goldstein and Rich Lundy hold up a banner advertising Markham Mayhem 1, a gimmick sports
car rally, planned for Saturday nigh. at 7 at

Opportunity for professional growth through an intensive
training program offered by the California Department of Public
Health. Gain knowledge and responsible experience in the broad
field of Food and Drug reaulation.
Starting salary $463 per month.
Currently selecting those to be appoint..d upon graduation
from applicants who have 30 units in sanitany. biological, and
or chemical sc.ences.
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Garlic Broad, Salad Potato and Groan Salad wah CSS1131o:l85co05 f
Dressing. Roquefort Thousand Island 00 and Vinegar
Milk IS
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YOUNG ADULTS ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A compete Um el Intkraely kneresed hands
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Phonographs
HI-F1 Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

24c

FREE
PARKING
we
15.ft

take a break
...things go better
with Coke,

Cl

downtown
lot
tickets

111 Reel Burgers
Chips
Dill Pickles
Tomato

PI

COCA.COLA BOMING COMPANY OF SAN JOSE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

.........
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES

No Money Down A Year To Pay
ONLY

Defiled under the authority of
The Coca-Cula Company by:

aw ..

ViTALISP KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with int, the 41t...!"
greaseless grooming discovery Keeps your hair neat all day
without greaseand prevents dryness, too. Try Vitalis today.

Lettuce
limits
l

65 So.
First SC

Relish

Delicious
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CY 2-4910
until
9:0C p.m.
Aili..intlays. Thursdays,

Open

211 VaNey Fair

Vidays

open until 9:30 p.m.
Miindest, Thursdeys. Fr AsY,

CH 5-3040

Wakes

Visher Hurls No-Hitter,
2c1111
Glovemen
Split
Pair
As
established
It was the fourth no-hitter of
Jim Visher definitely
San Jose Visher’s pitching career and the
himself as the ace of the
staff Tuesday, first in collegiate ball. Ilse ssin
Slate pitching
throwing a seven -Inning no-hitter evened up his record at 4-4.
State a.s the SparSpartan batters hacked up VishAt Sacramento
tans split with the Hornets, 6-0 er’s great performance with ten
hits, their second highest total of
and OA
Visher came within a whisker of the year. The big blow was a threeup
giving
game,
run first inning homer by first
pitching a perfect
only a walk to the opposing pitch- baseman Tom Van Amburg. It was
pitched
inning. He
only the second home run of the
er in the third
21 season for Spartan batsmen.
10 one over the minimum of
any
batters. Ile didn’t get into
Miles Yamamoto and Rick Butrouble in the game, throwing only schini, leading the regulars in batpitches anti striking out four ting, each had two hits fes San
batters.
Jose.
Sacramento came back to Will
the nightcap. 4-0. behind the
ALL NEW 1963 CARS
two -hit pitching of Ross Wane.
AT LOWEST PRICES
Bill Bloodgood and Ken Take,Fed.’s, Warranty, Dealer’s SerYice
hash’ picked up the only two
Also v...c1 cart at a real low discount.
Spartan hits In the ganie.
Call 3411-4249
(Redwood City)
Jerry Gui.bor. who has had his
problems this season after having
the team’s top earned run average
See us for all your bakery seeds. last year, started the
game, but
Wedding cakes, party postries.
was knocked out of the box after
birthday cokes and piss.
2% innings.
San Jose’s fluid Independent
bakery
Guibor’s loss gave him an 0-3
season record. He was 5-6 last season, with a 2.43 ERA.

sports

Freshman Track Circus Steals
Triangular Show at Berkeley

17.7 4.10. 1.A.Ll.s
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
improved his MO best to
Ringmaster Dean Miller threw on the home stretch, hit an adrii:
and thereby earned on
.
his freshman track circus into the able 21.5.
(Smithson NMI the 880 in
-pot on the fresh two-mile relay
center ring when necessary to
throttle California frosh and Col- 1:51.7, the best Dotal tline Iii ..-am that will run at Mt. San
lege
of San Mateo at a Berkeley the nation to date. lie trailed Antonio College Saturday.
Thursday, April 25, 1963
eirAtITAN DAILY-0
sea Matee’s Ron Benson IJ 12
Ken Good won the high jump
triangular Wednesday.
ii rd’. at the 440 mark, hut iit 6-2’2. then twice missed by a
The talented Spartababes, receiving key performances from Ed caught the latter around the whisker at clearing 6-5.
Moody and John Garrison. piled final eurve and won by six feet.
Craig Fergus of San Jose went
up 96 points to San Mateo’s 49
and Cal’s 36. In dual meet scor- 46-6 in the triple jump, bettering
ing. SJS rattled San Mateo 75-47 his season’s best by nearly two
feet. ’,roan record holder Bob
and humiliated Cal 109-36.
Moody rocketed off the start- Akers set a new discus mark of
held 150-31s.
Bill Bloodgood, who had had Guin Boggs reached first on an ing blocks In the 100 and
In other noteworthy SJS efforts
only five hits in his first 19 trips error, and with two out, Blood - on for a 9.14 victory over Cal
Both Ken Dunn won the shot put at
to the plate this season, suddenly good tripled to deep left -center phenom Forrest Beaty.
Beaty and third place Wayne 49-3,1 and the javelin in a best caught fire last night and drove to score the run.
ever 182-0. Joe Neff, nursing an
Hermen of &Di clocked 9.9.
in the winning runs at both ends
Phil McCowan started the seAC
The heralded NIoody-Beaty duel injured hip, won the mile in
of a double-header as San Jose
ond game for the Spartans, and
of the 4:16.3, and Mel Holmes sprinted
State defeated the University of faced only 11 men. He allowed began on the anchor leg
last 50 yards into a harsh win
San Franciscu 5-4 and 3-2 at two runs on only one hit, but .440-yard relay. Willie Itiemers the
gave Moody a two-yard lead to for o 4TH quarter-mile victor:.
Municipal Stadium. The win gave
Miller. leading by a healthy
wild, walking four, kitting work with, and Ed held on for a
the Spartans a 5-0 league record. Was
a batter and throning a wild half-yard win over Beaty. Both margin fleur the end of meet.
Bloodgood, a right fielder who pitch.
San Jose and Cal were timed in didn’t enter any big names in
had started a few games but
Jim Visher, who hurled a no- 41.7.
the two-mile and onis used a
played mostly in the shadow of
Tuesday, picked up for McBeaty gained revenge in the make-up mile relay tandem.
Carl Fisher, went three for four hitter
Cowan and didn’t allow another I longer 220, barreling his 1S10
Several other San Jose cinder in the opener and four for four
run, although giving up three pounds around the curve for a five- men hit their best times this year
in the nightcap. The hits raised
San Jose’s next game will be his average in a single night from doubles and a single. He was in yard win over Hermen and Moody. at cold. nippy Edwards Field. Tim
trouble in the sixth, when the , in that order. Beaty, running on a Knowles ran second behind
Saturday, when the squad trav- .263 to .444.
says:
bases were loaded, but worked hisl
els to Moraga for a twin MI
Bill Dawson started the first
way out of it.
with the St. Mary’s Gaels. Each
game, and went the distance to
San Jose State scored twice in
game will be seven innings. The
record his second win of the
blocks from camps.
the fourth, on Bloodgood’s second Mt.
CY 2-44110
Brat will begin at 1 p.m.
year against three losses.
triple of the evening, a hit batter,
San Jose State opened the scorIn a previous meeting between
a stolen base, and a single by Dave
the two teams, also a double-head- ing in the bottom of the first. on
Doak. -.inch drove in the two runs.
er. the Spartans came out on top, three singles. Gary Vice singled,
The reserve catcher now has three I
2-1 and 8-2, even though they were stole second, and scored on another
FAIRGROUNDS
hits for seven at -bats this year,
0.4
outhit in each game.
hit by John Jurivich. Jurivich went
FAIRWAYS
and five RBIs.
Bud Winter and Dean Miller. Jim Groothoff and Jose Azesedo
A double-header between San to second on the throw to the
The frosh will compete in the
vaunted SJS track coaches, will
4 Golf Course
Jose and University of Pacific, plate, and scored on Bloodgood’s
mile and two-mile relay races
add to the cream of talent schedpostponed because of rain Satur- first hit of the night.
uled to laden the Mt. San An- A special two-mile baton go vvill
day, has been rescheduled for May
USF took the lead in the sectonio Relays starting tomorrow feature UCLA and Occident
8 in Stockton. The Spartans also ond, when it scored three times
lines, I week, 2 dollA,s
2
hush teams against SJS
FOR GREEN FEES
at Walnut. Calif.
tangle with UOP on May 6, play- on two hits, an error and two
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
fresh
Twenty-nine
varsit
y
and
ing host to the Tigers for two walks.
(Se, Sun. & Holidays excluded)
tracksters will travel to Mt. Sat,
games. The change in schedule
San JOSS, State bounced back
The Student Council Wednes10TH A TULLY ROAD
means that SJS’s last four games with two more in the third on day allocated the funds necessary Antonio College. Danny Murt,h,
le/ / brie \ 111" will be with UOP.
Main%
a double by Jurhich, an infield to fly coach Yash Uchida and a opens for San Jose in
single by Bloodgood, an error five-man judo delegation back to night’s 10,000-meter run. I.
and a delayed steal. On the steal, the national championships at come back in the 5,000-meter evet.
RESTYLf CUT melted, cutting,
ARE YOU THIRSTY/
Saturday.
Fisher, who had walked, broke Cornell University.
shaping, shampoo, dressing. $QS0
U
Winter
has
scheduled
weightmiil
razor cut and finished str:e
was
purposely
for
second
and
Have your taste buds bees
SJS, the defending national ti$300
and John Dobroo
Dave
Barker
Blood
bases.
between
caught
deprived of the exquisite
tlist, will leave tonight for Ithica,
RAZOR CUTS
S235
good scored from third as N.Y., the home of Cornell. The to compete in I he decathlon, the
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS/
CuT
STANLEYWARRIN
grueling 10-event test which vv,
down
and
tagged
run
Fisher
was
Why deny yourself this eltournament will run all day Satfeature UCLA’s fabulous C. E
out.
egant thirst quencher? For
urday.
PHONE CY4-1601
Yang.
USF tied it up in the seventh,
only 15c even Dante would
Representing San Jose State will
STANLEY WARREN SHOP
THE
has
sweated
01.’
ST/ NLEY
Ben
Tucker
singles.
three
and last, inning on
have agreed "it’s a Devilish
be Lee Parr, last year’s 150-pound
San Jose
17 South 5, rand St,
The Dons had men on first and champion and Spartan team cap- most of the poison --acquired in
Drink."
third with one out, but couldn’t tain; Gary Newquist. Dave Sawyer, teeth -pulling session with the dentist a few weeks back, and is rated
get another run.
ORANGE JULIUS
Kay Yamasaki and little Albert
by Miller to be in prime condition
But in the bottom of the inning, Okamoto.
Corner of 1st and San Fernando
Soft Drinks ON TAP
Tucker ran three straight 5.:
Newquist, in the 195-pound class,
second
quarter
miles
in
practie
and Sawyer. a 185-pounder, both
itMEMINNEttnsmrt
one day this week. Fred rim ti’.
garnered third places in the 1962
Sigma Chi, ATO
anchor mile on a distance rt.
nationals at Colorado Springs.

to

Bloodgood Goes Wild
In SJS Twin Win

Denny Huntington

SAC Relays Near,
Form
Tucker its

’0

"I found a
roommate with a
Spartan Daily
Classified Ad."
Try it, it works!

Judo Team Flies
Back To Cornell U.

50‘

LOOKING FOR A
BETTER HAIRCUT?

STATE MEAT MARKET

CY 2-7726

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail

THIS

WEEK’S SPECIALS

GROUND BEEF Fresh & Lean

2 lb

BOILING BEEF Fresh I Lean
SLICED BACON Armour Star

89

25
1.bl

lb.

fg 55
394 lb.

CORNED BEEF Boneless

6.5 lb.

I BEEF STEW Boneless

PIZZA

Enjoy
for study breaks
for parties
for dinner

team including Dwight Mirl-t-

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale to Frets. Sorel-Ku and IbrardIng H

Who Put the Men in "Sand Cambers"?

Post Big Victories
There were no close games in

Soccermen Test
Indians Tomorrow

fraternity softball action yesterday, as the composite score of the
five games was 66-6.
Sigma Chi posted the biggest
margin, topping Delta Sigma Phi,
16-0. Morley Freitas hit a grand slam home run to lead Sigma Chi
batters.
Alpha Tau Omega beat Sigma
Pi, 14-0. Tom Kneeshaw threw a
two-hitter for the winners, and
Benny Lujan went four for four at
the plate, including a homer, triple

and two donhles
In other games, PI
pha d ped Theta
Theta Chi knocked
Phi Epsilon, 14,-13, and

Kappa AlXi,

Uchida rates both as solid chances
to improve over last year’s showing.
Yamasaki will compete at 165
pounds and Okamoto, the lone
San ..1("o
brill ,ipj
brown belt making the trip, at
cer schedui.- sail close tot::135 pounds.
night at 8 when arch -rival Sim,
ford invades Spartan Stadium
test the local hooters.
Pepperdine Waves
Coach Julie Menendez is hope’
that his team will avenge the t,
regular season defeats Stantot
Whip Netters, 4-2
pinned on S.1S last fall.
Last Saturday the Spartan
Butch Krikorian’s varsity tennis
team lost its second match in as sloshed to an unexpected 2-0 t!
many days Tuesday, falling to Pep- umph of the SJS alumni.
The Spartan mentor praised ti
perdine, 4-2, in a match in which
doubles competition was canceled plan of goalmakers Al Korbus an.
because of darkness. Tuesday the Tom Zinther along with defensi,
Spartans were shut out by a strong standouts Dave Kingsley. I
Lindores and goalie Valdie
USC squad.
In the top match of the day, SJS
No. 1 man Dick Drake lost to Pepperdine’s Bob Lansdorp, 6-0, 3-6,
6-4. The Ins.s left the Spartans with
a 9-4 season record.
Today and Friday the Spartans
compete in the Ojai Tournament
in Ojai. Tuesday the SJS squad entertains the University of CaliforSporting
nia at 2:30 p.m. on the Spartan
courts.

16-3:

off Sigma
Phi Sigma

Kappa whipped Delta Upsilon,
12-0.
In today’s action. Sigma Pi faces
Delta Sigma Phi on field one, Alpha Tau Omega plays Theta Xi on
field two, Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Phi Sigma Kappa meet on field
three, Sigma Chi challenges Sigma
Phi Epsilon on field four, Pi Kappa
Alpha and Lambda Chi Alpha vie
on field five. and Delta Upsilon
and Theta Chi plan on field six.

CUGGINO’S PIZZA
862 No.

13th Street

near Me,’ st

’1,1
Open 4-12 p.m. daily
Closed Wednesdays

P.S.: We Deliver

-

Call CY 2-8119

FREEMAN’S

Sports Clothing

Goods

Golf
Special

WOMEN’S

Full line of active dtn
sports Wear

Swimwear
from

101=11111111101
Milk

$4.95

Next time you’re at
the store, pick up a
half-gallon carton of
fresh FOREMOST ..
milk.

The perfectly balanced milk from
FOREMOST ...
HOMOGENIZED

osaer’s
Campus Slurp
50 So, 4th St
Open Than., 7.51 p.m.

lit Yaws & Cisentry Village
Open Mon.. Than.. Si Fri.
Till 9 30 p.m.

erd7r.1-1.4

?linker of 41 or more tote
food products.

W1115115 LI

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
400 N. lit St.

Bermudas

Jamacias
Culottes

5 irons
$29.95
2 woods
$24.95

Special Student Rate
$1 off req price for
any tenni, racquet restrunq

FOREMOST

Milk

Starter
Sets

tennis dresses 8,
swimweor by Jantico
MEN’S
Complete line of tennis
wear: shorts, sweater,
jacket’s ... by McGregor

Open Mon.. Thurs. ’id 9

swimweor by Jantren
Frre ;sorbing in

rear

REEMA1:6
Cit4TER
SPORT
244
GOLATI-4 -gECOND

QrS.KJ JCPC.E. ,

CALIP:

PP’

Learn About Jobs Leadership Camp
With ’Model’ County Slated for August

GOLDEN GATE BECKONS

Students Are Offered
Nature School
Forms Due Summer in Germany
--Thurs?:"1"5

Santa Clara County government,
considered by authorities one of
the nation’s prime examples of
new -model county administration,
will send representatives to the
San Jose campus Wednesday,

Today is the deadline Ti, returning scholarship appliaat ins fie the
three summer locations /it Field
Stialtes in Natural History. :lc (fording to Dr. Nen Hutton. scholarship committee chairman. They
should be turned in to the biology
storeroom. S227. by 5 p.m.
Financial need. factilty regenmendations and a 2 5 erade peent 1
avet rive are eri Teri a t he cerium tee
ti:ts
tN.e to (5..tt, .tte itt.
1 ,r

Two openings for a
August leadership traii Wig
will be partly financed by the its.
Isociateel Student Body, it was an.

Interested in summer work and a tourist but to live and work
there as a part of the German
trael in Germany"
InItmegetilsriiori fe ’it"itcvntly. for Camp
Alin.
A neo pr. gram for college stu- 1community. Secondly, it provides
wrinca. located on Lake Mich,.
the Federal Republic of West GerIs $75 per camper. SJS has
dents has been organized by
many with additional labor to
May 1.
rotted in the camp in p,...
Lufthansa German Airlines in co- . bolster and keep pace with the
Under the banner "Santa Clara !years and has accumulatio
opera non with the Central Bureau present economic miracle.
County Como Day," tables will In the camp’s treasury. Theo -be,.
for Employment Assistance, a
To be eligible applicants must
I this summer’s applicants will
federal German agency.
Le set up near the Book Store tor
I be bona fide American college stureit Uired to Pay only $20 fur
The program is geared toward dents and must submit application
talks %Mt students interested in
acerearlishing two ends. It pro- Ifurms by May I. Application forms
leaniing about numerous wefts.. "ftei’lptraled by 2,000 colleio- st,.
ales st,...tents oath the opportun- one) be requested from Lufthansa
sainal job opportunities, ewel lent dents and young business people
S.:0‘1111arly DOI only MS !German Airliner., 91 Geary St..
save
salaries and benefits, and modern the camp is owned and operated
Union Square. San Francisco,
by the AMPrieittt Youth Found4MISI /WWI seleraion met lords id’ this
Calif.
tion. a rain-profit,
JOB OFFER
1,, Io 141,Verru len t re-gam/al MIL
tional organization dedicated
After proeessine, each approved
FrthThrElen will be as welcome as the purpose of "assisting vowr:
applicant skill receive a detailed
senims at all Career Day tables. people of capacity in life planninc
job offer which will come from
leadership training and all-around
Representatives will describe op,.
the employer around the first sseek
departof June.
county
in
10
i ortunities ’
Interested students may contar!
;:re’’’ed senior representationients: Health. Hospital. Adult and pl"a;.tnnL;B
Job offers will he based on the
Au’ o Insurance for studen.s Phone 2413.
Butler.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
Welfare.
AsJuvenile Probation,
GETTING READY for this Saturday’s Golden Gate Park bicycle
...at Bailey Ins. its So. Monroe student references, employment
or Bill Holley, junior represent,
C’ommissioner,
Richard
tour are Lana Lawson, weekend Co-Rec director, and
.sessor, Agricultural
record, professional. technical or
five, for more information.
laimoi Control and Water (’omerBurton. The two are seen here taking a break during their trip
anal Roam,Jr,..’’. ssar-oe. scientific qualifications, colleges
Are you
to the Student Affairs Business Office, 13), where signups are
vation, Library. and Purchasing.
Fea
-use a cc
or universities attended, health,
45.1 iA.
being taken for the tour. All interested students may register
and proficiency of languages.
Opportunities in other of the
for the trip until 5 p.m. today.
Se.ern.cc aces
iey W. Long lesurance Counseling.
county’s 39 department will be deJob opportunities for men and
,eastern Ma’. Life rewards planning women range from unskilled work
!scribed at the Personnel Depart. - cwes re, cass, guaranteed in
ment’s table.
in trade, commerce and industry.
..,,sc
y
sre-ath
o;
106
(taperyears
:.
helpers on farms and construction
OR HIE
sites to employment in restaurants,
EMPLOYMENT (18)
ITTIMATE IN FASHIONS
Junior High Students
hotels and homes for the aged and
th car tc: ass s’ manager with sure various skilled work.
Serony
o Visit Journalists
.
Mr.
298.3361.
LOST AND FOUND 121
Over 2,000 job openings have
Bobbie Brooke - Mi1.4 Pal
Fourteen seventh, eighth, and
sonic, to trai.,
been offered for this summer. It
Lie Porter Ltd.
h school and
’INvo San Jose State College ad- iound in both
the Last two weeks over 400 jobs
from Edwin
them pert .aniS. Major un
455 E. WILLIAM * neur./01b Skeet
educa- ninth grade pupils
the
SJS
joined
co-authored
colleges.
Ile
irustrators
have
tar. Who -ten. CV 8.3362. have been filled.
Open
Niter
CS 47444
Teaching," a book just tion faculty in 1958 and aSSUI11,1 Markham Junior High School are
.,
Hound
Students will receive $150 per College
HOUSING, (12)
assistant to the presi- scheduled to visit the Department
by McGraw-Hill Book his duties
published
month and may work a maximum
1C0. They are Dr. James W. Brown, dent in 1961. In 1960 he published of Journalism and Advertising to- ,
Modern I bed apt. E.rapes. carpets, sty.. of four months.
1dean of the Graduate Division, and -The Community Junior Collegia- morrow for a tout of Spartan
a Free . dryer. $75 mo.
252
AUTOMOTIVE (4)
FAIRS AND CULTURE
Dr. James W. Thornton Jr., assist- l!, holds B.A M.A.. and Ph
CAMPUS
Daily, La Torre, Lyke, and radii. 19.60 Aust
Innumerable festivals, fair s, : ant to the president.
,larees from Stanford Univeis,i%
Prof licing qtrs. & storage for furnit.
facilities.
TV
histext
examines
sightseeing and cultural events ’ The two-part
MANAGER
have been scheduled for American, torical and sociological back’53 Ford 2 -Dr.
The class is the journalism
near students in Germany who wish to! grounds of higher education in
Unfurnished duplex, I
homeroom of Orden Ichinaga.
570 a travel and supplement studies and America. Problems id college stuRESPONSIBLE YOUNG
Pont. 49
-I, ft
,
Y 8,
Markham teacher and SJS gradowork with practical experience dents and curriculum of libel-id
MAN WITH SALES
la
accompanied
be
will
and
,
ate,
deadWednesday at 5 p.m. is the
arts colleges are discussed under
abroad.
For Sale:
MERCHANDISE (16)
"Perspectives." line for faculty members to submit Miss Sharon La Fond, SJS stUdent
sub-title,
EXPERIENCE
TO HELP
the
Earnings
for
the
summer
work
S
will not be taxable due to the "Guidelines." the second portion proposals for College Faculty Re- teacher for the group.
TRAIN
AND
MANAGE
clubs----:
so,’,’
es
5,3*,
s
nc
Perin.
Scooter
60
CO specs. temporary working period and of the book discusses practical as- search Grants and Student Re.
,d
DC EL 4 4-’
-d.
The visitors have been invited to
COLLEGE SALES PEOPLE
search Fellowships, announced the
rders. Phone when working on farms, hotels or pects of college teaching.
4- a ’
,
.
by Walt, ,
N. Cr , oCer.s Co. ALpine 3.0276.
55 Morris
Dean Brown, author of three ’College Research Committee. Pre- hea r a 9;30 a.m. address
hospital, accommodation.% will be
r
Mereury-News
Washingt.,a
Raider.
2
provided by the premises.
other texts in the audio-visual area , pose’s should be turned in at the
Drafting Set: Leitz 162615MB. IS
Plenty of leads. No Invest,
ta
chief. whosei
Adm159. Sn
Centet, e
Research
supervisor
education,
was state
The federal office or employ- of t
s
e
’
ll
eeyer used. $17.50. Lobby
,
tan Daily newsroom will deal with
merit. We train you. Excelment assistance will arrange to
teaching materials for the state; Three appiications for
30 Div. Bob.
le
have the employers provide private of Virginia and supervisor of the Research Grants and one for Stu. news management and access
56 Ch.,
lent Summer opportunity.
Sell 3 sp. boys bike $12.50. Want On- accommodations for other job hold- University of Washington Film dent Research Fellowships tone Washington news.
,a7aes Pees,:h. P,cls CV 3-3161.
era with German families for mod- Center prior to joinina the SJS been received to dale, according to ’ Markham visitors will includa
Send resume to Vita Craft
y
’954 A
faculty in 195.3. He holds an A.B. Col, Emery A. Cook, college re- Pete Demmie, Bonnie Holcomb.
WANTED: _sec) se ecwipment for boys erate rent.
Pacific Sales, 3645 Grand
’Carolyn Meyers, Judy Rickard,
a CH 3-1098.
degree from Central Washington search coordinator.
Ave., No, 303, Oakland or
Funds are available for appioxl- Lisa Epstein, Melinda Ceoksey, DiCollege and MA. and Ph.D. degrees
Me wanturn weights. Barbells and dumb
Wer ..,ero3b
Webb, Jane Mouber, Jane amutely 30 faculty grants anti 15 aim’Cr
phone H.H. Winchester at
efrom the University of Chicago.
253-2224.
Formerly vice president of student fellowships, said Col. Cook,, sen. Mat ilyn Mammon. Beverely
444-4615.
58 Fiat 600
TODAY:
S ed one 17
Drurnme,
[Orange Coast College. Dr. Thorn-, totaling a record $11,1350 to Is Yoder, Cindy AO-oam, Mary Mar& 1
p,. Sand:’ P.eqnirt.
Young Republicans: Jess Marlow ton has extensive teaching back- awarded,
of NNW speaks on "Giaernment ’
Buick ’56 con
TO PLACE AN AD Management of the News"; S164,
Cali at Spartan Daily Ad Office
8 p.m.
with Check or Money Order.
Hillet: meets in College Union,
No Phone Orders
t*JSINESS SERVICES (8)
J207. I:30-4:00. or
8 p.m.
Send in Handy Order Wank
Collegiate Christian Felloushlp:
Dr.
Merrill Ale-sander,
’M.D.,
peaks on "I know Jesus Christ Is,
Alive"; S142, 8 p.m.
Women’, Recreation Assn.:
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
Competitive swimming at 4:5(1
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
basketball at 7 p.m.; Women’s
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
Gym.
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Cafe Capers: everyone invited to
hear music in cafeteria; 2-3 p.m.
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
TOMORROW:
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Friday Flicks: "Bridges at TokoCheck a Classification:
Ri"; TH55, 7:30 p.m.
Amateur Radio (’lub: meets in
Announcements
eusosess Services - Instruction
Autometiee
Merchandise
Housing
IA240. 3:30 p.m.
Print your ad here
Women’s B
tiers Aroma’
Tumbling in Women’s Gym, 330

111
vc, 50

Ar

Gri

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

,

Two Administrators
Co-Author New Book T

31arch
"U.S. 1)
"Invest
UN- 13,
and "U.
nism Gr
Ambassi
Bill 13
,, the

Deadline Nears
For Fellowships

Faculty

Spartaguid

1

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Society of Industrial Engineers:
Monte Carlo party at Almaden
Country Club: 7:30 p.m.
Balkan Alliance: /Colo lessons in
WG21, 7:30 p.m.

EVERY INCH A
REAL SMOKE!
Get the clean-cut taste of rich tobaccos
...get with Camel. Get taste that speaks

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
Run Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)

Starting Defe

Check No.

Enclosed $

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP

At th,
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with authority D:stinctive.Alert. All there.
Camel’s got swagger -yet it’s smooth.
Get with Camel Every inch a real smoke

...comfortably smooth, too!

339 S. 1st St.
CV 7-4653
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The best
tobacco
makes the
best smoke!
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For display advertising rates, call CV 4-6414, Ext. 2051,
from 1.20 to 4.20, Monday through Friday.
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